Character's Name

General Character Concept

Your Discord Name and #

Character's Current Goal

Sire's Name
Nosferatu
13th

Bagger

■■■■■ ■■

Obfuscate

● ●●

Silence of Death
Unseen Passage

Ghost in the Machine

Potence

Soaring Leap

●

1.) Non-graphic depictions of
egregious and/or deliberate
physical or emotional torture
to mortals; and/or gross
negligence towards victims of
someone's else's torture
2.) Murder, unless done as
self defense

Pick at least 1 touchstone
and 1 conviction, up to 3. TS
and Convictions must be tied
to each other and not be
related to kindred terminology
or kindred life, such as
ghouling.

All Nosferatu have the
repulsive flaw. Any attempt to
disguise themselves as
human incur a penalty to your
dice pool equal to your
character’s Bane Severity.

●
Mawla (Sire or another kindred if Sire unknown) ● ●
Haven (Small apartment, small underground room, etc)

●

Resources (Savings, Job, Trust fund, etc) ●

Mask (Name of Mask, this is fake ID) ● ●

Contact (Name)

●

Iron Gullet

●●●

2

1

0

1

None

2
0

0

Repulsive

●●

Obvious Predator

●●

Enemy

●●

0

Information about them and why they were
embraced, what has happened since?

Enemies : These are mortals who do not like this kindred, a gifted mortal or a group of
average mortals such as street gangs, a union worker, etc. Please give them a name, who
they are why they do not like them. This should relate to their Predator Type of Bagger,
meaning it's related to how they get their blood bags.
Contact : Who is this person? This is a mortal who can get something cheap or common up to
resources 1. Examples are weed dealers, used car salesmen, etc etc
Obvious Predator : -2 to dice pool for any hunting methods except for physical expressions of
stalking, chasing or killing. -1 to dice pool for any social test to put humans at ease. Unable to
maintain a herd.
Iron Gullet : Allows them to drink old blood, bagged blood and otherwise undesirable blood.
Please fill this in and next to the merits pick from those options listed/fill them in with the
information inside of the( ).

